
 

Sinar Baja Electric Vacancies 
 
 
Mold Designer / Mold Engineer 
Create and modification of mold design start from drawing, checking the material, machine setting, ensuring the quality of process and 
product, until finished. 
D3/ D4/ S1 Mechanical Engineering/ Metal Fabrication Engineering/ Design and Manufacture Engineering  
+ Familiar with 2D or 3D engineering design and manufacturing tools (AutoCAD & Solidworks)  
+ Solid understanding of core concepts including mechanics and materials. 
 
Sales & Marketing - Domestic / Project Manager - International  
Handle project for own brand or specific customer, include handle the administration and documentation. Market survey for domestic 
market or worldwide. Seeking new customer and maintain good relationship for retain customers. Boost promotions, responsible for 
presenting products, negotiating selling price. 
S1 Business Management | International Management | Industrial Engineering  
+ Familiar with product marketing tactics and having experience to handle customer project 
+ Excellent communication skills (Fluent in English is plus point) and negotiating skills 
+ Having knowledge in audio is plus point 
+ Placement at Surabaya or Jakarta 
 
Production Supervisor  
Supervising production operations; ensure there are no loss time from operator, no down time machine, and no reject product. 
S1 Mechanical Engineering | Industrial Engineering | Chemical Engineering or equivalent  
+ Having experience as Production Supervisor  
+ Leadership abilities  
+ Experience in using various types of manufacturing machinery and tools 
 
Export Logistics Officer  
The Export Logistics Officer will be responsible of all international customer. Orders from order placement to completion acting as the 
liaison with all parties to ensure a smooth and complete transaction. Will produce accurate shipping documentation.  
S1 All majors 
+ Fluent in English  
+ Good communication and detail oriented  
+ Strong organizational and time-management abilities 
 
Financial Controller Senior Officer  
Manage all accounting operations including Billing, A/R, A/P, GL and Counsel, Cost Accounting, Inventory Accounting and Revenue 
Recognition. Ensure quality control over financial transactions and financial reporting. Support month-end and year-end close process.  
S1 Accounting  
+ Having experience as a Financial controller 
+ Thorough knowledge of accounting principles and procedures 
+ Excellent accounting software user and administration skills 
 
Purchasing Officer 
Purchase raw material for speaker product. Seeking new supplier and maintain good relationship for retain supplier, both import or 
domestic supplier. Negotiating purchase price, agreement, and administrations.  
S1 All majors  
+ Having experience as a Purchasing Officer 
+ Familiar with supply chain procedures 
+ Excellent communication skills (Fluent in English and Mandarin are plus point) and negotiating skills 
 
Research & Development Engineer 
Conduct of thorough study to develop new product, determining product specification, product timeline and regulatory specification. 
Evaluates existing product to ensure they are still function, consider potential change or upgrades and resolve problem existing product 
that malfunction or to find new solution.  
S1 Mechanical Engineering / Acoustics Engineering / Electrical Engineering 
+ Maximum 2-3 years experience in research & development activities  
+ Fluent in English  
+ Creative & innovative, Having knowledge in audio and mechanical drawing are plus point 
 
IT Assistant Manager  
Lead large IT project, including design & development of the systems, manage IT staffs, monitor & improve performance of IT system, 
assess vendors & develop test strategies for new hardware & software.  
S1 Information Technology / Computer Science / Information System  
+ Maximum 2-5 years experience in IT operations  
+ Strong integrity & proactive  
+ Leadership abilities  
 
 



Assembly Cone Foreman / Inspector  
carry out the work according to the targets and plans, placing subordinates according to ability, responsible for all the quality and 
quantity of work produced; must report to the supervisor if there are irregularities. 
D3 Mechanical Engineering/ Metal Fabrication Engineering/ Design and Manufacture Engineering  
+ Leadership abilities  
+ Placement at Nganjuk - Jawa timur  
 
 
 
 

Scan with application 

“Barcode Scanner” 
with your mobile phone to online apply 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Thank you & Good luck 


